
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of marketing intelligence. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for marketing intelligence

15%-Coordinate and project-manage various teams, including external
consulting partners involved in the end to end testing process to assure
governance and standard processes are followed, and support effective
scaling up of the testing program at Home Depot.com
Maintain the integrity of the CRM system, including updates, refinements and
overall database hygiene
Use market research, virtual team building and writing/presentation skills to
create and promote game changing competitive content
Master Salesforce.com to discover, extract and manipulate corporate data
into dashboards & analysis which inform corporate strategy
Work effectively across the organization with all relevant functional areas – be
willing to jump in and take action on time sensitive requests
Manage all aspects of the Intelligence program
Work closely with the other Senior Manager Market Intelligence and other
team members, helping to provide input to projects and deliverables in an
effective and timely manner against aggressive deadlines and high
expectations with limited resources and a positive can-do attitude
Participate actively in projects by providing insightful, unbiased, objective, in-
depth relevant analyses on current and future markets, market performance,
customers and competitors
Deliver concise and summarised actionable relevant insights to positively
impact business decisions and performance, enabling business partners and
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Contribute to the selection, management and performance review of external
market research and other vendors

Qualifications for marketing intelligence

Sales and client management expertise
Experience of training and supporting sales teams
Ideally having worked within the online media & marketing or digital research
Ideally experienced in working across international markets, with international
teams
Appreciation of the basic aspects of customer intelligence, purchase journeys,
online advertising, site performance, social media listening – understanding
the industry structure, culture and vernacular represents a plus
The ability to develop good cross functional and cross divisional relationships


